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The high-frequencyvibrational spectra of vitreous and crystalline orthosilicates
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Abstract
The Raman spectrum of vitreous CaMgSiOais described in detail, and compared with
that of polycrystalline monticellite, and the Raman spectra of polycrystalline forsterite,
merwinite and B- and yCa2SiOa are preselted. The relevant literature is reviewed to
identify a consistent set of high-frequency vibrational modes for the olivines, and the
assignmentof these modes to z1- &nd 4-derived vibrations of the orthosilicate units is
discussed.The role of vibrational mode coupling within the high-frequency band set is
considered, and a simple coupling model is proposed which shows reasonableagreement
with the observed spectra. Finally, tetrahedral bond lengths and anglesfrom a number of
structural refinementsare examined, and some systematicsare discussedin relation to the
observed high-frequency spectra.
Introduction

ison. This apparent conflict led to an examination of the
vibrational spectroscopicliterature on olivines, where we
The olivines and related crystalline orthosilicatesare of
found a number of inconsistencies, both in observed
considerable importance to igneous and metamorphic Raman and infrared spectra and in band assignments.In
petrology, and have been the subject of extensive struc- the section on assignmentof high-frequency modes we
tural studies. We have prepared polycrystalline samples consider the results of the present study along with the
of calcium magnesiumorthosilicates in a solar furnace, relevant literature to identify a consistent set of highand report their Raman spectra. We previously reported frequency infrared and Raman bandsfor silicate olivines,
the preparation of CaMgSiOa glass (McMillan et al.,
and discuss their assignmentto vibrational modes.
1981),whose Raman spectra showedan intensepolarized
The isotopic exchangeexperiments of Pdques-Ledent
band at 854 cm-r, assignedto the symmetric stretching and Tarte (1973)and the results ofvibrational calculations
vibration (21)of tetrahedral orthosilicate units.
suggestedthat vy and 4-derived vibrations in the olivines
The glass spectrum was compared with that of polymight be strongly coupled. This is discussedin the section
crystalline monticellite (CaMgSiO+ olivine), which
on vibrational mode coupling, where a simple coupling
showedtwo intensebands at 852 and 817 cm-r. These model is presented for Raman-active high-frequency
two crystal modes are derived from symmetric z1 and modes, in reasonableagreementwith the observed freasymmetric 4 stretchingvibrations of the SiOatetrahedra quency shifts and relative intensity changes.
(see e.9., Herzberg, 1945; Servoin and Piriou, 1973).
Finally, a number of studies have attempted to relate
From the comparison of CaMgSiO4 crystal and glass systematic changesin olivine high-frequency vibrations
spectra,it appearsthat the 852 cm-1 crystal mode should to compositional parameters.We have examined a numbe assigned to the zt-derived vibration. The olivines ber of olivine structure refinements in a search for
forsterite (Mg2SiOa),tephroite (MnzSiOr) and yCa2SiOa, systematicswhich may be correlated with the vibrational
and the orthosilicate larnite (B-Ca2SiOa),also have two
spectra.Variations in tetrahedralbond lengthsand angles
intense Raman modes in the 800-850 cm-r region. Most
for olivines and related orthosilicate are consideredin the
previous studieshave assignedthe lower-frequency band section on orthosilicate crystal structures, while the relato the z1-derived vibration, in contrast to the present tionship of these variations to the high-frequency vibraassignmentfrom the CaMgSiOaglassand crystal compar- tional spectra is discussedin the final section.
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liquid globules, and glass was found in fast-quench ex-

Experimental

preparation
sampte

ilT$"1t"';"T""?::,'.ffi:::l"ri'11ffii:;ft:fi::

The CaMgSiOasamplewas prepared from a gel, while
all others were preparedfrom reagent-gradeoxide mixes.
Details of pre-fusion heating may be found in Table l,
along with analyses after melting. The samples were
meltedina2.5 kWverticalaxis solarfurnaceatC.N.R.S.
Odeillo, France. Crystalline samples were prepared by
removal of the samplefrom the beam and allowing to cool
in air. Samplesfor "super quench" were subjectedto an
initial fusion to compact the sample,then fusion followed
by splat quenching onto a cooled metal surface. The
quenchrate by this methodis estimatedat 105-106"C
s-r.
Further details of the method are given by Coutures et a/.
(1978).Temperatureat the samplecould not be controlled
or measured,and substantialtemperaturegradients must
have existed. All sampleswere observed to melt, giving

formation was verified by X-ray and optical examination,
using a polarizing microscope.
Crystalline samplesof p and yCa2SiO4,merwinite and
forsteritewereanalyzedbyelectronmicroprobe;CaMgSiO+
crystal and glassby X-ray fluorescence,and a sampleof
vitreous CaMgSiO+by energy-dispersivescanning electron microscopy. The results of these analysesare given
in Table l, along with experimental details of each
analytical technique. Evaporation of componentoxides is
known to occur in solar furnace experiments, and previous work in the systemCaO-MgGSiOz (McMillan, 1981,
and ms. submitted)has shown that the rate of component
loss increasesin the order CaO < SiO2 < MgO. This is
consistent with the observed sample compositions in
Table 1. The CazSiOasamplescompletely crystallized to

andanalysisdetails
Tablel. Samplepreparation
y{a2sioq

B{a2siob

CaO (a)

(b)

(b)

67.5 r o.7

67.2 t 0.6

c a 3 M g ( s i o 4) 2
(b)
51.5 t

2.4

14 . 8 t

3.2

33.7 t

3.6

Mgo
32.5 r O.7

SiO2

Cailgsio!

32.8 t 0.6

(crystal)

(glass)

Cailgsiob

Mg2 SiOq

(b)(e)

(b)(f)

31.8

67.0 t 1.4

48.1 t 8.3

34.5

33.0 t 1.5

51.9 t 8.3

(c)

(c)

(d)

cao

33.4 t 0.5

33.2 t 0.5

33.7

t{go

32.9 t O.5

32.4r 0.5

SiO2

33.8 t 0.5

34.3r O.5

Oxide
8 hours
were

at

solar

fused

were

nixes

lOOooC.
netted

a second

tin€

ground
Gel

nix

and cooled
followed

15-30

nins.

was heated
nornally

under

acetone,

48 hours
for

at

dried

4-6 hours

130OoC, then

polycry8talline

at

20 hours

samples.

200oC,
at

heated

14O0oC.

The caMgsioq

glass

6-

Both
was

by "superquench".

Notes:
(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

sanple gave poor
Molet oxide.
to 100t.
only the M92sio4 crystalline
nornalied
(near 95t),
at
presunably
weight
i oxide sum
due to poor carbon coatlng
(e.9.
gtass/crystal
* oxi-des sunmed to
AII other weight
interfaces
Coons, 1978).
98 - 102C.
15 kv voltage
and 2onA bean
Electron
nicroprobe
using a caneca Ms46, with
analyses
wollaBtonite,
enstatite
and forsteritet
standards
were natural
current.
diopside,
(1972) progran
FRAI'IE. Errors
are two standard
and data reduced with Heinrichrs
deviatlons
cf around twenty points
for each sample.
x-ray
of Ttlonas and Haukka
fluorescence
disc rethod
analyses
using the low-dltution
(1978) wlth a Philips
Errors
PId 141O vacuum spectroneter.
are estimated.
(Aden and Buseck,
1979).
Analysis
by energy-dispersive
electron
nicroscopy
scanning
parts
crystalline
of aanple.
glass.
coexisting
inhonogeneous
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Table 2. Observed Raman bands for Ca, Mg orthosilicatesand tephroite

Forsterite

Mg2SiOa

Montlcellite

(a)

(b)

(c )

825.5

826

424.3

422

og

839

839

837

835

Blg

856

855

856.4

854

A_

866

855

866

863

BIs

881

884

881

880

Bzg

920

922

91 9

917

83g

899

966

966

965

950

A

947

976

975

972

Blg

975.5

(h)

(d)

(c)

417

817.5

(d)

og

O9

l.{n2SiOh
(e)

804

8O8

og

a2o

Btg

838

839

o9

891

492

%g

932

935

og

8 S 4 ( 1)

I

'(s)

(c)

Tephroite
(d)

851.7

Larnlte

1{a2SlO4

CailgSiOL

900
Bsg
-929(1)
949.5
og

Merwinlte

B{a2SiO4

(f )

(c )

Ca3ilg(SiO4 )2
(c)

sl8(2)
81 3.6

A-

848

841

846.8

Ag

84s(3)
860(3)
a72

839.4

og

849

glg?

860

860

860.7

882

876

Ag

887
911

"g?
921

900

900

899

917

916.5

Ag

939
980

"g?
Ba-

991

og?

1 0 11

o9
l{otes:

(1) Dre to Derh'lnlte:
(2) Probably due to traces of
A11 frequencles are ln cu-r.
see text.
y-Ca2SlO4. (3) Perhaps due Eo traces of B-Ca2StO4.
Referflces to Table 2: (a) Servoln and pLrlou (1978); (b) Ilshl (1978); (c) Thls srudy; (d) Hohler
and Funck (1973); (e) stldhaq et a1. (1976); (f) conjiaud and Boyer (1980)i (g) nanke iird Ptaak (1978);
(h) SpectruE raken by ,.trs. H, uoyeri appears ln appllcatlon€ publlclty,
eDtltleal ,,Catclu! slllcates,,
and 'rAppllcatlon to certal.n eeoent€tt, for I'IOLEmLcroprobe, JobLn-Tvon Instrments
S.A., 16 Rue clu
Canal, 91160 Longtrrmeau. France.

silica-deficientcalcium orthosilicates, while the Mg2SiOa
samplegave stoichiometric forsterite in a silica-rich glass
matrix. The CaMgSiOasample showed minor composition change, perhaps due to its preparation from a gel
mix. Before any analytical work, the sampleswere examined by optical microscopy. The Mg2SiOa sample was
observedto contain a small amount (5-l0Vo) of glass; all
others were entirely crystalline. X-ray powder patterns
were run on a Philips Norelco diffractometer from 5-60o

20, using CuKa radiation. All orthosilicatepatterns corresponded with the latest literature values. The X-ray
pattern of Mg2SiOashowed a broad, weak hump at low
20, probably due to the amorphous phase, while the
monticellite sample was found to contain some merwinite. This is in agreementwith phaseequilibrium studiesin
the system Mg2SiOa-Ca2SiOr@iegar and O'Hara, 1969;
Warner and Luth, 1973),which showed that monticellite
is never stoichiometric CaMgSiOr at I atm, but is Ca-
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Table 3. Source referencesfor Figure 5(a{)
olivinea
(1)

Brown
Ni
Co
Kn
rGI
*Kl
Zn-Pt

(2',

Lager
Ni
Uo
Gl

(3)

(5)

(6)

352-364:

fron

Brown (197O; Ph.D.

and Meagher

(1978)
synthetic
nontice llite
glaucochroite

Nl2SiOb
(Ca.5M9.q6,5Fe.935)2StO4
(Ca.49nn.a35u9.O5zn.O25)2StOq
re-refined

fron

Birle

et

(1968)

aI.

(M9.99Fe.19 )2
(Mg.;.9Fe.49Mn.61Ca.g1)2SiOa
(Fe.92ll9.oqMn.64Ca.g92)2SiO4

rFo

Mg2stoq

Francis

and Ribbe

Pi
Te

(Mi.514Mn.qg2Ca.g63Fe.gs1)2sio{
(Mn.99g|{9. g91Ca. gg5 5Fe. gg3 )2Sioq

forsterite
hortonolite
fayalite

synthetic

Brown (198O):

Hazen (19771

(8)

Czaya (1971)

rFa

Ca

fron

re-refined

Oaken (1965)
nontice

synthetic

synthetic

Ca2SiO4

Po
Mo

from

sRyth

fayalite

y-ca2siob

synthetic

and Hazen

(1973)
forsterite
synthetic
hortonolite

Mg2siOq
Mgg.75Fe1.1gMng.15SiOr.

Brown and Prewitt
tlo
l,lo

IIite

(1974)

Co1.1gMgg.9gSiOq

( 1 0 ) recalculated

(Fo5g )
(Te9l )

picrotephroite
tephroite

Fe2SiOr.

Gtrose and l{an

forsterite

(1980)

(Mg.5Ca.5)2SiO4

(7)

(11)

thesls).

synthetic
aynthetic
knebellite
glaucochroite
kirschsteinite
zincpicrotephroite

Hazen (1976)

Mo

(e)

A4, p.

Table

Ni2SiOf
Ca2SiO4
(Fe.51Mn.45M9.g2 )2si0a
(Ca.q9t{n.q5}19.g5Fe.694)2SlO4
(Ca. SZFe.b3 )2SiO4
(r{n.55r{9.172n.11Fe.q5)2SiO4

Brown (198O):
Fo
Ho
Fa

(4)

(198O),

(1973).

(o-o

distances

calculated)

ng1.54Fe6.35Cag.6g(Sig.99AIg.qg)O4
ugl.q2FeO.59(sig.99AIg.s1)o4
U g 1 . 3 g F e g . 5 g C a g .g 1 C r 6 . g 1 ( S i 6 . 9 9 A I q . g 1 ) 0 4

deficient. Our near-CaMgSiO+stoichiometry had then
crystallized monticellite plus merwinite.
After "super-quenching," the major part of the
CaMgSiOesamplewas crystalline: only the thinnest edges
and fibers were entirely vitreous. Attempts to polish
samplesfor Raman spectroscopywere unsuccessfuldue
to the small size (often less than 0.5 mm) and extremely
delicate nature of suitablefragments.Glass sampleswere
selected by trial and error for those giving the most
intense Raman spectrum with minimum scattering of the
incident laser beam, and maximum retention of its polarization.
The excitation sourcefor Raman spectroscopywas the
5145 or 4880A fine of a Spectra-Physics165 Ar* laser,
with scatteringgeometryof X)ointo a CodergPHO double
monochromator. The spectra of polycrystalline samples
were obtained by near-90' scattering with the incident

lunar (12o52)
Iunar (12o18)
( o G 2 B)

beamat a glancingangleto the excited surface.All crystal
spectra wire run with resolving slits of 2 cm-r, while 6
cm-l slits were used for the glass spectra. Finally' the
spectrumof merwinite was obtained with a Coderg triple
monochromatorin the Laboratoire d'Optique Appliqu6e'
ENsrA, Palaiseau,using similar conditions to those described above.
Experimental results
The high-frequency (>800 cm-r) httice modes of the
olivines may be describedin terms of coupled stretching
vibrations of the four SiOr tetrahedrain the unit cell. The
expected high-frequency Raman-active modes may be
obtained by factor-group analysis (e.g', Fateley et al-,
Lg72).Eight bands are expected, two derived from the
symmetric z1 vibration of the isolated tetrahedron, and
six from its asymmetric stretch rr. One zr-derived mode
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Table 3. (continued)
(12)

Snyti

(1975).

*Fa

(O-O distances

calculated)

Fe2SiOq

(13)

Rajanani

(14)

Morinoto

(15)

Basso et

et

al.

synthetic
(1975).

(o-o;

o-Si-O

calculated)

NiI.O3MgO.97siob

r

et

al.

Co2SiOq
aI.

synthetic

(1975).

3G9
3G't2
3G15
3c'l 7
3Gl 8
(16)

synthetic

(1974)

(u9,Fe)

Ten natural

Fo9I. S
Fo9O.5
Fo9O.S
Fo89.5
Fo92. 5

FogI
Fogl
Fo93.s
FogI
FogI

3c19
3c51
24AA
2500
25O't

wenk and Raynond (1973).

Four

oll-vtnes.

natural

(Mg,Fe)

ollvines.

(Mgg.95Feg.g12Mn6.gg3)2SiO4
(Mgg.g93Feg.g99Nig.996)2SiO5
(Mgg.572Feq.319Nig.694Cag.995)2siOrr
(Mgg.537Feg.358CaO.OOS)2SiO{
(17,

Finger

(1970).

Tvo natural

Yosenrite 103-481
Bergell AIps Sci 59
Apollo 12
Apollo 11

(M9,Fe) olivines.

(U91.'r53Feg.529Caq.6gg)2SiOq
(Mgg.9gPe1.s13ca9.007)2sio4
( 18)

rbnke

( 1965 )

Fo
Fa
Non €li

(19)

re-refined

from ttidgley (1952)

ca2sior.

synthetic

B{a2siot{

Y a m a g u c h ia n d S u z u k i ( 1 9 6 7 ) ( d i s t a n c e s a n d a n g l e s c a l c u l a t e d )
Ca3Ug(SiOq )2

Moore and Araki
Mw

Note;

natural forsterite
natural fayalite

vines

Mw
l21l

(ilgg.9Fe6.1 )2SiO4
Fe2SiO4

Cruickshank (1964):
*ra

(20)

10020
c15-16

*denotes

(1972).

(0-Si-0

Ca3M9(SiOa )2
refinements

not

used

synthetic

nerwinite

synthetic

nerwinite

calculated)

for

Figure

is of A, symmetry, as axe two 4-derived vibrations.
Correlated with these three A, modes by the unit cell
symmetry (Davydov splitting) are three 81, modes, one
from 21,and two from 4. The two remaining 4-derived
modes have 82, and B3e symmetry (see Table 4, and
Servoinand Piriou, 1973).
The observedcrystal spectraare displayedin Figures I
and 2; the left side of the figure showing the complete
spectra to near 1000 cm-r, while on the right appear
details of the high frequency region. It may be seen that
the frequency range covered by the high-frequency
modes,due mainly to the site-groupsplitting of rt-derived
vibrations, is around 100 cm-l, much larger than the
Davydov splitting (Ari-BrJ which is never more than 15
cm-r. The site-group splitting appears generally to decreasein the order forsterite (Fo) > monticellite (Mo) >
ldicalcium silicate (fCzS), while the relative intensities
of the two strongest modes change continuously in the
same sequence.These observations form the basis for
much of the discussionin the present report.

5,

as dlscussed

in

text.

Figure la showsthe Raman spectrumof polycrystalline
forsterite, Mg2SiOa. The vibrational mode symmetries
have been assigned from the single crystal studies of
Servoin and Piriou (1973) and Iishi (1978).The 83, and
B2, modesat 919and 881cm-r are readily attributed to r5derived vibrations, as may be the high-frequency A*
modeat 965and its relatedBEat975 cm-r. However, the
attribution of the Au modesat 824 and856cm-r, and their
correlated 81, modes at 837 and 866 cm-r, to v; and 14derived vibrations is not evident.
The Raman spectrum of polycrystalline monticellite
appearsin Figure lb. The spectrum is comparable with
the single-crystal study of Hohler and Funck (1973),
except for the band at 884and the weaker feature near 920
cm-r. These are due to bands of merwinite which was
identified as an impurity from the X-ray pattern. The
monticellite band symmetries have been taken from the
work of Hohler and Funck. Only the three Ag modes and
the single 83, wero distinguishedin both their study and
the presentwork. The B3, at 9fi) and Ag at 949 cm-l may
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Table 4. Factor group analysesfor larnite (FCazSiO+)and merwinite (CarMgSizOr),and summarizedfor olivine (M2TO4)
Iarnite

B{a2Sio4:

I'1td91ey(1952), cruikshank

group P2Iln

tCl1lt

symetry

cI.

active3

20 \

Site

= 4 (28 atons).

"

Total

(1964).
AII

Monoclinic space
in general

atoc

Pi = 21 Ag + 21 \

modes:

+ 19 Bui Ranan acLive:

4(e) of

lpsitions

+ 21 B9 + 21 Bu.

Infrared

2t Ag + 21 Bg.

at k = O!

analysis

EI€e ie4

cr

9i!9,

c2h

Egglgl-grcss,

rti
AI

sio4

E

TdFII
F2

1

"'r
ctrr
(T denotes

Raman active

mode)

acougtic

hlgh-frequency

internal

nodes:

uI...*AgrBg
t{ewl-nite

sPace

group

P2L/a

IDI-nt

group

2/^

AII
The

factsor

degrees

Yamaguchi

Ca3Mg(sio4)2:

of

atone

group

in

analygis

z =

(56

4

(1972):

and Araki

Moore

atons).

is

4(e)

tpsitions
identiqal

that

to

cl.

symnetry

of
for

wich

larnlte

twice

as

many

vibrational

freedon.
vibrations:

Infrared

structure

M2Toq:

active

see

fA
4l

activer

Ranan

= 42 Ag + 42

Au + 40 Bu;

high-frequency

Raman active:

42 Ag + 42 Bg

lnternal

of

v 'r g+ g2 A

+28

v.-5A

+68

Table

3,

and

+ 42 Bu

+ 42 89

\

servoin

modes

sio4

g

Piriou

antl

(1973)

for

factor

ana lysis.
orthorhombic
Total

nonoclinic

= c2h

general

Total

olivine

= Crfi

(1957);

suzuki

and

nodes:

space
fM

=

group
'11

eunn

(clf),

An + 7 Blg

+

Raman active

z
1l

= a.
B2g + 7 %g

high-frequenqy

+ 10

internal

vt*AS+B1n+B29+B3g
vt+2A^+2Bt^

\

+

10 qu

nodeg:

+

14 B3u

group
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CaMgSiO"

I

I

I
y- Ca"SiO"

!

of

s3

Raman

shift

cm-l

FahEn

shirr

Fig. L Raman spectra of polycrystalline (a) forsterite, (b) monticellite and (c) 7Ca2SiOo.Overall spectra on left, and detail of
high-frequencybands on right. Bands marked (*); see Table 2 and text.

be attributed to 4-derived vibrations. However, as for
forsterite, the A, bands at 852 and 817 may not easily be
assigned.
Figure lc shows the Raman spectrum of yCa2SiOa,
which compareswell with one obtained by H. Boyer in
the Jobin-Yvon Applications Laboratory (see notes to
Table 2 for full reference). Its spectrum may be partly
assigned by comparison with those of forsterite and
monticellite. The bands at925 and 887 cm-r are probably
A, and B3u modes derived from a3, while the weak
shoulderat 849cm-l may be a B1, mode related to the Au
band at 839 cm-r, or could be the expected82, mode.
Once more, the problem arisesof assigningthe strong An
modes at 839 and 814 cm-l to z1-and z:-derivedvibra-

tions. Finally, we note a similar assignmentproblem in
the spectrum of tephroite, (MnzSiO+), which has two
intenseA, bandsat 839 and 808 cm-r(Stidham er a/.,

r976).
Figure 2 presents the Raman spectra of larnite and
merwinite. That of B-Ca2SiOais similar to spectra obtained by Conjeaudand Boyer (1980),and by Handke and
Ptaak (1978).Larnite has a monoclinic unit cell basedon
the K2SOastructure (Mideley, 1952;Cruickshank, 1964;
Eysel and Hahn, 1970),while merwinite is also monoclinic, and related to the larnite structure (Yamaguchi and
Suzuki, 1967; Moore and Araki, 1972). A factor group
analysis for p-Ca2SiOais shown in Table 4. Eight highfrequency, Raman-active internal modes are expected;
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Raman

Shif t

Cm'1

Haman

433

shif r

Fig. 2. Raman spectraof polycrystalline (a) larnite and (b) merwinite. Overall spectraon left, and detail of high-frequencybands
on right.

four of Au symmetry and four Bu modes, each correlated
with an A, mode by the Davydov splitting. One A' B,
pair is derived from the z1 vibration, and the three
remainingpairs from 4. No assignmentof band symmetries may be made from the single crystal study of
Handke and Ptaak (1978),and their band at 818 cm-t
does not appear in our spectrum and is probably due to
some yCa2SiOa phase as impurity. On the basis of
relative intensities, we have tentatively assigned the
bandsof p-Ca2SiOaat978,899, 861 and 847 cm-r to As
modes.The weaker bands at 917 and 876 have then been
assignedto B, modescorrelated with the A, modes at 899
and 861cm-' respectively.This givesa Davydov splitting
of 16 cm-1, comparablewith that found for the olivines
above, and supporting this assignment.The A* band at
978and the A* B* pair at899 and9l7 may be attributed to
4-derived vibrations. However, as in the olivines, the
assignmentof the A' B, pair at 861 and 876 and the A, at
847 to the remaining \- and z1-derivedvibrations is not
evident. The factor group analysis for merwinite is also
described in Table 4, and is identical to that for larnite,
but with the number of vibrational modes doubled. The

three bands at 860. 845 and 9E0 cm-l in the merwinite
spectrum could be due to a trace of ftCa2SiOaimpurity.
No attempt has been made to assignband symmetries,
although the strong bands at 887 and 872 cm-r are
probably A* modes.
The polarized spectrumof vitreous CaMgSiOa(McMillan et aI.,1981)is reproducedin Figure 3, comparedwith
the spectrum of polycrystalline monticellite. Due to the
nature of the glass sample, which prevented polishing of
plane faces for Raman study, the two polarizations may
not be pure, and some mixing of VV and VH spectramay
be present. Assignmentof the observed bands is discussedin the next section.

Discussion
Thespectrumof CaMgSiOaglass
The spectrum consists of an intense, highly-polarized
band at 854 cm-l, with a very broad, depolarized,highfrequency shoulderof medium intensity (Fies. 3, 4). A
weak, polarizedband occurs at 704 cm-r, and a weak
doublet with maxima near 580and 530cm I , of which the
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In an orthosilicate glass, the SiO4 tetrahedra vibrate
nearly independentlyin the absenceoftranslational symmetry. The ,A'1band at 854 cm-r in CaMgSiO+glass is
then a z1 vibration of an isolated SiO4 tetrahedron,
perturbed by interaction with Ca2* and Mg2+. Crystal
modes derived from coupling of z1 vibrations within the
unit cell might be expectedto have a similar frequency to
the free ion z1 if the tetrahedron were not too distorted
and coupling of z1and 4 motions were minimal. However, phonons derived from combination of rt motions
should have no counterpart in the glassspectrum, being a
function of the crystal symmetry.
It may be seen from Figure 3 that the z1 band of
CaMgSiOaglasscorrespondsclosely with the A, mode at
852cm-r of monticellite.This suggeststhe assignmentof
this A' and its associatedBr, mode (not observed)to v;
derived vibrations. This is also suggestedby Figure 4,
which shows the behavior of the high-frequencybands as
CaMgSiOaglass is crystallized by laser heating. The 854
cm-r band appears common to crystal and glass, while

ig

CaMgSiO4

Raman shift cm-1
Fig. 3. Ramanspectrumof polycrystallinemonticellite(top)
andpolarizedspectraof vitreousCaMgSiOa
(bottom).
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higher-frequency component is more polarized (Fig. 3)
(McMillan et al., l98l\.
Infrared spectra of orthosilicate crystals (e.g., Tarte,
1963);Servoin and Piriou, 1973)suggestthat bands derived from the r5 vibration occur between 850 and 10fi)
cm-r, while weak sharppeaksin the 800-850cm-l region
have been attributed te v-1. Raman spectra of aqueous
silicate solutions (Fortnum and Edwards, 1956)showeda
band near 777 cm-r, which was assignedto z1of hydrated
SiOagroups.(A band at 935 cm-r was observed,which
was associatedwith the SiOavibrations. It is tempting to
assign this to the 4 vibration, but our unpublished
preliminary data on aqueous silicate solutions suggest
that this region is complicated by vibrations of higher
silicatepolymers.) Consideringall thesedata we expected
a strongRamanband in the 800-850cm-r regionfor the
symmetric z1vibration of isolated SiOatetrahedra in our
CaMgSiOaglass.
ThisbandhasAlsymmetry,andshouldbe
completely polarized. A broadened, depolarized band
was expected at higher frequency for componentsof the
4 vibration, of F2 slmmetry. We have assigned the
strong, polarized band observed at 854 cm-l to the z1
vibration of the isolated SiO4 unit, and its depolarized,
high frequency shoulder mainly to 4-type vibrations.

g'c,c!

tocrc,
Flaman

shlft

actcl
cm-'

Fig. 4. High-frequency detail of Raman spectrum of
polycrystalline monticellite (top) and W spectrumof CaMgSiOa
(bottom). Sequencebottom to top follows the spectral changes
on crystallization of the glass sampleby laser heating.
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the others appear to grow as crystallization proceeds,
suggestingthe attribution of the 853 cm-l A, mode to a
z1-derivedvibration. This is discussedmore fully in the
following sections.
The weak double band at 520-600 cm-r in the glass
may be partly assignedto the asymmetric deformation za
of the SiOa tetrahedron, by comparison with the crystal
spectrum. The weak, polarized band at 704 cm-r has no
counterpart in the crystal spectrum.No bandsare expected in this region for modesof SiO4units, and vibrations of
Ca-O or Mg-O linkages are expected at much lower
frequencies(e.g.,Lazarev (1972)p. 174-175;Nelson and
Exarhos, 1979).The most probable attribution is to the
symmetric stretch of Si-O-Si groups in higher silicate
polymer species. A polarized band occurs in the region
700-600 cm-r in crystalline pyrosilicates; its frequency
dependent on the Si-O-Si angle and the cation-oxygen
bonding (e.9. Lazarev (1972)p. 66-69; Bretheau-Raynal
et aI., 1979\.A weak band was observednear 700 cm-r
by Mysen et al. (1980) and McMillan (1981, and ms.
submitted) in glasses of composition near CaMgSiOa,
increasingin intensity with increasingsilica content. This
assignmentimplies the presenceof stretch bands due to
higher silicate polymers in the region 9fi)-1000 cm-'.
These contributions may exist, but would be masked by
the SiOavibrations. Consistentwith this, the glassanalysis showed the SiO2 content to be slightly high, due to
loss of MgO component by evaporation (Table l). Finally, the weak depolarized band near 380 cm-r may be
partly due to Ca-O vibrations. A similar feature has been
observed in other Ca-containing oxide glass systems
(e.9., Mysen et al., 1980; McMillan, 1981, and ms.
submitted).We suggestthat part of the double band at 530
and 580 cm-r might be due to MgO vibrations,but have
no confirmation for this.
We are not aware of any other work on calcium or
magnesiumorthosilicate glasses,but a number of Raman
studies have been carried out on basic CaO-SiO2 and
(Mysenet al.,1980;Yirgoet al.,1980;
MeO-SiOzglasses
Kashio et al.,1980; McMillan, 1981,and ms. submitted).
All observed a sharp, polarized band at 850-860 cm-t
whose intensity decreasedrapidly with increasing silica
content, and which may be attributed to the z1vibration
of isolated SiO4tetrahedrain these systems.The frequency of this vibratibn seemsto vary little on substitution of
Mg for Ca, which is of interest for the later discussionof
variation of band frequencieswith composition in crystalline orthosilicates.
Kusabiraki and Shiraishi (1981) have reported the IR
powder transmissionspectrum of vitreous Fe2SiOa.They
find a strong, broad band centered near 900 cm-l for r.g
vibrations of the isolated tetrahedra, consistent with the
above discussionof CaMgSiO+glass. However, these
authors assign a weak lR band at 695 cm-lto the z1
vibration, which seemsunjustified in view of the IR and
Raman work on crystalline fayalite, where z1is identified
at 832 cm-r. Unlike the Raman spectrum, the non-polar
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vr mode should not appear in the IR absorption, but if
present, would be expected as a weak shoulder in the
820-860cm-r region. Their 695 cm-r band is probably
related to vibrations of more polymerized silicate species.
Thesepolymers will also contribute to the high frequency
part of the Fe2SiOaglass infra-red spectrum reported by
Kusabirakiand Shiraishi.
Ortho silicat e cry st aI struc t ures
Before beginningthe discussionofthe vibrational spectra of the olivines and related orthosilicates, it is necessary to consider their crystal structures. The olivine
structure has been described in detail by Brown (1980).
The near-octahedralcation sites are distorted, and are
split into two populations;the M(1) and M(2) sites. The
tetrahedral sites T are also distorted. Much effort has
been devoted to investigating the systematics of and
reasonsfor these distortions. Such studies are far from
being conclusive or concluded, and are reviewed by
Brown (1980).
One point noted by Brown (p. 314) is that, for all
silicate olivines studied, the average tetrahedral Si-O
distanceis remarkably constant, and that neither this nor
individual Si-O distancescorrelated with octahedral cation size. In the present study, tetrahedral bond lengths
and anglesfrom forty olivine refinementswere compared
(see Table 3 for data sources). As already noted by
severalauthors,(e.g., Birle et al.,1968; Louisnathanand
Gibbs, 1972)the longest bond is generally Si-O(2), and
the shortest Si-O(l). Some structural analysesquoted in
Table 3 deviate from this; Smyth's (1975)and Hazen's
(1977) refinementsfor fayalite, and Brown (1980) (from
Brown, 1970)for kirschsteinite. The analysis for kirschsteinite has not been repeatedand may be correct, but the
fayalite refinementsdo not agreewith those of Birle et al.
(1968)or Hanke (1965),and have not been consideredin
this study. Hazen's (1976)analysisfor forsterite,and the
Co2SiO4analysis of Morimoto et al. (1974),are likewise
incompatible with the general trends, having a much
lower Si-O(2) distance than those of other similar refinements.Finally, Brown's (1970)(seeBrown, 1980)refinement for glaucochroiteis not consistentwith that of Lager
and Meagher (1978),nor with the overall trend, and has
likewisebeen ignored.The analysisof Czaya (1971)was
usedfor rCazSiOr.
On examination of the 34 olivine refinements considered, it was observed that not only the average Si-O
distance,but the individual tetrahedrallengthsand angles
were similar, apart from those for yCa2SiO4. Since the
only diference between fCa2SiO4 and the other olivines
is the presenceof Ca on the M(l) site, the M(1) cationwas
used as a differentiating parameter. The size of the M(1)
site was taken as the averagevalue of M(l)-O distances,
and Figure 5 shows plots of tetrahedral Si-O and O-O
lengthsand O-Si-O anglesversus <M(lFO>. All lines
drawn have been fitted to the data by linear regression
excluding rCazSiO+. It is emphasizedthat theseplots are
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not intended to have a structural significance,but are to
allow differentiation of yCa2SiOafrom the other olivines
by plotting of tetrahedralparameterson a common scale.
No attempt was made to separatethe trends of the angles
and edgesinvolving the apical oxygen O(1): these were
each treated as one popirlation with a generally decreasing trend. In yCa2SiOa unlike the other olivines, the
lengthsSi-O(2)and Si-O(3),the edgesO(2)and O(3), and
the angles O(2)-Si-O(3) and O(3lSi-O(3), are all nearly
equal. This gives the SiOa unit nearly C3, symmetry:
much higher than the C. encountered in the other olivines. This may be partly due to the large size of Ca2+
tending to "equalize" the two M sites, and minimizing
their differencesin polyhedral edge-sharingeffects.
Several workers have examined the efects of polyhedral edge sharing on polyhedral distortions in the olivine
structure, and on bonding in general(reviewed by Brown
(1980),p.329-334).It appearsthat a high degreeof edgesharinginvolves generallylonger bonds in the component
polyhedra. Merwinite is an orthosilicate with no tetrahedral--octahedraledge-sharing,as opposed to the olivines
(Moore and Araki, 1972).lts tetrahedralparametershave
been plotted on the right side of Figure 5, on the same
scale as the olivines. It may be seen that the merwinite
Si-O bond lengths are generally shorter than those ofthe
olivines. The structure of B-Ca2SiOawas determined by
Midgley (1952),and re-refinedby Cruickshank (1964),but
is not good enoughfor direct comparisonwith the olivine
and merwinite parameters plotted in Figure 5. (In fact,
Midgley (1952,p.312) stated that the oxygen positions
were not exactly fixed from the experimental data, and
that quoted bond lengths were not particularly significant.) However, from the refinements,and the drawing of
Eysel and Hahn (1970),it may be seenthat the SiOaunits
in B-Ca2SiOashare only one edge (O(3)-O(4)) with the
CaO6octahedron. This is much less edge-sharingthan in
the olivines, and might suggesta shorter average Si-O
distance than in yCa2SiOa.
Assignment of high frequency modes
Symmetry coordinates. In order to assignthe observed
bandsto specificvibrational modes, it is useful to consider the internal stretching modes of the SiOatetrahedra in
terms of symmetry coordinates. When there is no coupling between these internal modes, the symmetry coordinates become identical with the normal coordinates.
Figure 6 shows the symmetry coordinates of the modes
derived from z1and 4 vibrations of SiOa, similar to those
of Oehler and Giinthard (1969). For forsterite, the frequency assignmentgiven in this figure will be discussedin
the following two sections,and clearly showsthe effect of
both Davydov and site-group spitting. The z1-derived
modes at 838 (B3J and 837.5 (BzJ, and the r,5-derived
modes at 877 (B3J and 983 cm-r (BzJ have net zero
dipole moments from this schema, consistent with their
observed low oscillator strengths. This also shows that
the departurefrom pure symmetry coordinatesis not too
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great, at least for infrared-active vibrations. This is not
the casefor the Raman-activemodes observedin A, and
B1gslmmetries, as discussedbelow.
The 4-derived motions give rise to three families of
modes which may be distinguished with respect to the
crystallographicaxes. The first involves a motion parallel
to a of silicon againstthe apical oxygen O(l) (secondline
in Figure 6). These give rise to the highest frequency
modes within each symmetry, consistent with the observation that Si-O(l) is always the shortest distance in the
olivine structure. The secondtype of vibration is predom-
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apparently took their mode frequenciesat the maxima in
their reflection spectra, hence their tabulatedfrequencies
in Tables III-VI are overestimated and incorrect, although their reflection data are of good quality. Iishi
(1978) used his results for a normal mode analysis of
forsterite, while Devarajanand Funck (1975)carried out a
similar calculation using the infrared data of Servoin and
A.
B,,
Piriou (1973), and the Raman spectra of Hohler and
Funck (1973).There is some disagreementamong the
b
above experimental studies related to the presence of
r-r__;l
f---I-r
ol tl
A'
I
lf fo
I
'
.
extra modesin some spectraand relative band intensities,
It
I l'
I
871
920
which may be simply reconciled.
Ae
B,o
Bru
When a weak mode is present near a stronger band of
v,
slightly higher frequency, the oscillator strength of the
/
weak mode may be overestimatedto the detriment of the
/
/
stronger band, without noticeable efect on the fit of
856
975
A
experimental and calculated spectra. If the data of Servoin and Piriou (1973)and Iishi (1978)for the pair ofB2u
*rt_1
modesat 875 and 838 cm-r are compared,the oscillator
r *82A856
&t9/866
strength of the weaker mode seemsbetter reproducedby
Iishi (Ae : 0.08). A similar transfer of intensity has
occurred for the .B3, modes observed at 978 and 952
cm-r. However, the 952 cm-1 frequency may be an
Fig. 6. Symmetrycoordinatesof high-frequency
modesin
artifact in the B3uspectrum,as discussedbelow.
forsterite.I is theinduceddipolemoment.A' andA" denotethe
Comparison of all the experimental reflection spectra
typesof motionrelativeto the C" symmetryof SiO4groups.
aboverevealsa numberof modesnot predictedby theory
Shownaboveare symmetryelementsof the Pbnmspacegroup
in some spectra, which are not always observed, and
relativeto the unit cell, andthe individualSiOaunits.
which vary in relative intensity between authors. For
anisotropic crystals, the infrared reflection spectrum beinantly a movement of silicon againstoxygen O(2) in the
comes a non-linear combination of modes of diferent
b-direction (third line in Figure 6). The Si-O(2) distanceis
symmetries when the incident beam does not coincide
the longest tetrahedral bond length in the olivines, and
with a principal crystallographic axis (e.9., Alain and
these bands are the lowest frequency 4-derived modes. Piriou, 1971).For a givenexperimentalconfiguration,one
Finally, the motion of silicon in the c-direction is mainly
can show that the responsefunction Im (1/e) (resonance
against oxygens O(3), with an intermediate Si-O bond
function for LO modes in a spectrum of pure symmetry)
length, giving rise to a group offrequencies intermediate gives rise to maxima at the frequencies of LO modes
between the two families above.
involved in the quasi-spectra
above,independentoftheir
Infra-red results. The bands in the 800-l(XX) cm-l
symmetry. It follows that the reflection spectra of these
region oforthosilicate crystal spectramay be attributed to
quasi-modesshow minima near the frequencies of each
modes derived from v1 and 4 internal vibrations of the
LO mode in the combination spectrum, which become
SiOa tetrahedra. These bands have been assignedin a
more marked with increasingLO mode intensity (with a
number of experimental and theoretical studies, but cergreater peak surface in Im (l/e)). This was used by
tain inconsistenciesand points of disagreementpersist
Stidham et al. (1976)in an attempt to determine their LO
among the results of different studies. These are dismode frequencies for tephroite. For measurementsin
cussed to allow a consistent band assignment.Infra-red
normal incidence, the beam aperture and small orientareflection experiments have been carried out by Servoin tion errors may lead to the appearanceofartifacts, due to
and Piriou (1973)and Iishi (1978)for forsterite, by Stidstrong LO modesof one symmetry leaking into spectraof
ham et al. (1976)for tephroite, and by Hohler and Funck
another nominal symmetry. This may be observed in the
(1969, 1973) for forsterite, tephroite and monticellite.
reflection spectra for the olivines, and accounts for the
Only Servoin and Piriou, and Iishi, carried out complete extra modes at 957 cm-r (B3u: LO of B2uat 962.5),
analyses of the reflection data by classical dispersion 962 cm-f (Bru: LO of B2g at 962.5) and 1030
theory. Stidham et al. (1976) did not recalculate their
cm-r (B2u:LO of B3uat 1081),which may be eliminated.
reflection spectra to obtain mode frequencies, but used
The 957 cm-r frequency was taken into account by
powder transmission data to estimate transverse optic
Iishi (1978)as a TO modein his normal mode calculation.
(TO) mode frequencies, and the variation of reflection This may explain the incompatibility of the experimental
with angleof incidence (seebelow) to obtain approximate oscillator strength at Ae : 0.12 and the small calculated
longitudinal (LO) frequencies. Hohler and Funck (1973) TO-LO splitting (less than I cm-1, independentof the

t-=l r-"-a
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model used), and the general poor fit of observed and
calculated z5-derivedfrequencies.On the other hand, the
weak .B3, mode only observed by Servoin and Piriou
(1973)at 877 cm-t (TO-LO splitting of I cm-r) was not
consideredby Iishi although it is probably the second 4
componentin .B3usymmetry. This is consistentwith the
calculation of Devarajan and Funck (1975),who ignored
the 957 cm-t frequency and used the .B3, mode at 877
cm-', to obtain a better fit of the Davydov splitting.The
above discussion also applies to the ,B3, spectrum of
Stidham et al. (1976)for tephroite, where the true, weak
,B3, mode was not observed, and the apparent B3u frequency at 914 cm-r correspondsto leakageof a strong
LO component from the B2uspectrum.
Raman results. For forsterite, Griffith (1969)assigned
the 826cm-r Ramanbandto v1,andthat near860cm-r to
4, based on their relative intensities.However, in his
Table 2, both modes appear as "strong" bands. The
relative intensities of these bands vary with sample
orientation, as seen from the single crystal studies of
Servoinand Piriou (1973)and Iishi (1978).The Mn2SiOa
sample of Stidham et al. (1976)showed a similar relative
intensity variation for the two most intense A* modes.
The relative intensities of these bands cannot then be
simply used to distinguish their z1-or 4-derived character.
Several authors (e.g., Tarte, 1963; Toropov et al.,
1963)have tabulatedthe variation of z1and 4 frequencies
of orthosilicates from infrared measurements against
mean cation radius. It was shown by White (1975)that
suchplots did not show any simplesystematics.(However, see later in this discussion.)For this study it was
thought that following the Raman spectra through the
olivine series Mg2SiOrCaMgSiOa-y-Ca2SiOamight
show systematic differences between the two bands in
question, giving support to some attribution. As seen
from Figures I and 7 and Table 2, the two bands of
interest appear to vary in a similar way along the series,
allowing no distinction between them.
The results of vibrational calculations for olivines do
not allow the z1- and z5-derivedA* modes to be distinguishedeither. In their vibrational analysisfor forsterite,
Devarajanand Funck (1975)assignedthe A, 822 cm-r
band to r/1,as for the 81* (B2, in the Devarajan-Funck
coordinatesystem)at 835cm-l . The originalfit was poor,
even for internal modes of SiOa, and a new fit was made
using the correct (C.) symmetry for the SiO4 units, with
"corresponding" force constants. The 4 band at 960
cm-r shared the same set of force constants as their z1
band at 835 cm-r while a different set appearedfor their
4 band at 854 cm-1. This apparentreversalofroles was
observed for other v1 and 4 force constant sets. On
closer examination of the main force constant sets, each
one appearedbased only on /3-type motions, involving
stretching of three out offour Si-O bonds, along with an
angular O-Si-O interaction constant. No set corresponding to z1-type vibrations was found, which might have
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been expected, even with a nontetrahedral SiOl unit.
These authors noted some difficulty with their force
constant refinement. The calculation of Iishi (1978)also
chose z1as his 826 cm-l band, and the associatedBls at
839 cm-r. This calculationdid not give good agreement
with experimentfor high frequency Raman-activemodes,
and none ofthe displacementvectors reflect pure rj-type
motions.
Finally, Piques-Ledent and Tarte (1973) carried out
2ESi-30Si
isotopic substitution experiments on Mg2SiOa,
and obtained Raman spectra in an attempt to definitely
assignthe 826 and 855 cm-l bands. They cited Griffth
(1969)as having chosen855 cm-r as zr (he in fact chose
826 cm-r) for its intensity. The z1-derivedband should
involve much less movement of Si than t-derived vibrations, even for distorted tetrahedra, and hence such an
isotopic experiment should discern the z1-and 4-derived
modes. PAques-Ledentand Tarte concluded that, since
all bands showed an isotope effect, the two bands in
question must have mixed zr-r4 character. We generally
agree with this conclusion, but note also that the 855
cm-1 band shifted less than the others, suggestingmore
vl-characterfor this mode. This is also consistentwith the
earlier comparison of CaMgSiOaglass and crystal spectra, which suggestedvrcharacter for the 852 cm-r mode
of monticellite due to its coincidencewith the glassband
assignedto /t. It is of interest that Pdques-Ledentand
Tarte found the expected isotopic shifts for their infrared
experiment, suggestingthat uy4 coupling is less important for lR-active bands than for Raman-activevibrations
in the olivines. This was also suggestedby the comparison of symmetry and normal coordinates for infrared
vibrations consideredabove.
Vibrational mode coupling
From the isotopic exchangestudies, it is obvious that
there exists considerablecoupling between Raman-active
z1-4-derived vibrations of similar frequency. This coupling may be better understood by consideration of a
simple system of two coupled harmonic oscillators, characteized by their coordinates x1 and x2 and a coupling
constant t . fn" equations of motion are:
i1 + a.,lx1- F*r: O
x2 + olx2 - Fxr: O
where ar1 and a4 are the resonant frequencies in the
absence of coupling (referred to below as the "pure"
frequencies). Solution of this system of simultaneous
equationsleads to the two eigenfrequencies,f)1 and O-,
where
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if one normalizesa1 + az = 1. From theseexpressions,
the two oscillators vibrate in opposition for the higher
frequency mode f,)+, and in phase for O- at lower
frequency. In the following discussion,we neglect damping terms for simplicity, which should not greatly affect
the eigenfrequencies,nor the relation between a1 and a2.
Iffor a given coupling, the pure frequencies @1and o4
vary with somephysical parameterX, it remainspossible
to calculate the coupled frequencies O* and ,fl_. For
instance, this is the case for structures with coupled
modes of which one shows soft mode behavior (e.g.,
Alain and Piriou, 1977). ln the case of the olivines, a
number ofstudies have consideredthe variation ofIR and
Raman bands with composition (Tarte, 1963;Toropov er
al.,1963; Duke and Stephens,1964;Burns and Huggins,
1972;White,1975;this work, Figure 7). It is evidentthat
both z1-and 4-derived modes show a generaldecreasein
frequency from forsterite to yCa2SiOa, while the sitegroup splitting ofthe 4-derived vibrations also appearsto
decrease. The structural factors responsible for these
changes may be embodied in some parameter X, with
which the pure, uncoupledfrequenci€Sar;or€ assumedto
vary linearly. The pure (uncoupled) frequencies for the
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Fig. 8. Schematic
modes
couplingdiagramfor high-frequency
of the olivinestructure,applicableto A" and 81" species.This
may be comparedwith the observedfrequencyvariationin
Figure7. Theparameters
X, trr, o4,t'h,A+ and(l- areexplained
in the text.

three A, modes derived from v1 and r5 motions are
assumedto be: ar1: 858, a2 : 848 and oZ : 993 cm-t.
Thesefrequenciesare assumedto vary as o1(cm-l) : 858
- 24X; &)2(cm-1): 848 - 11.5X; aa(cm-') : ggl 43.5X, as shown in Figure 8. Modes or1and ah are
strongly coupled, and Figure 8 shows the variation of the
coupled frequencies ()* and O- with X for a coupling
constantB: 160cm-r. Also shown in Figure 8 are the
observed high-frequencyA* modes for forsterite, monticellite, tephroite and yCa2SiOafrom Table 2, placed so
that the highestfrequency mode observedlies on the line
calculatedfor r,4. The calculated coupled frequenciesfor
,f)+ and f,)- show reasonableagreementwith the experimental frequencies for the remaining two z1- and 4derived modes. We note, however, that this coupling
diagram is only intended to be schematic. We have no
way of relating the parameter X to structural efects
within the olivines, and the variations of a1, a4and r.5are
not necessarilylinear functions of X. Finally, the "pure"
frequencies @1,ttt2a;rrd@3were only estimated for this
discussion, while the coupling parameter B need not
necessarilybe constant. The diagram does indicate that a
simple coupling schememay be used to describe the z1and 4-derived Raman-activemodes in the olivine series.
Figure 7 shows the observed Raman frequencies for
forsterite, monticellite, tephroite and TCa2SiOaplotted
against the average M(l)-O bond length, as for the
structural parameters discussed earlier. This may be
compared with the schematiccoupling schemein Figure
8. It is beyond the scope of this article to discuss the
coupling in detail, sinceboth pur€ /1- and 4-derived band
frequencies and the coupling parameter must vary in a
complex way with composition, being dependent on a
variety of structural and dynamic factors.
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The proposed coupling schemeimplies a cross-overof
modes of z1- and 4-type which may be justified as
follows. The calcic olivine 7-Ca2SiO4was shown earlier
to have the most regular SiO4tetrahedral units, hence the
least z1-r-gcoupling, while the degree of coupling should
increasethrough tephroite and monticellite to forsterite.
The z1-derivedmode of yCa2SiOawas found near 815
cm-r in the powder infrared studiesof Tarte (1963)and
Oehler and Giinthard (1969).This suggeststhe attribution
of the strong A* Raman mode near 815 cm-r (Boyer in
publicity for Jobin-Yvon MOLE: see notes to Table 2;
this study, Figure l) to a vstype vibration in a system
with little z1-r4 coupling. On the other hand, the isotopic
studies on forsterite (Pdques-Ledent and TarIe, 1973)
showedthat the A, Raman band at 855 cm-r had more z1
character than the strong A, mode at lower frequency,
although both are strongly coupled. These observations
agreewith a coupling schemewith cross-overof bands of
pure z1and 4 character, as drawn in Figure 8.
When X is small, the normal coordinatesQ+ and Q(Equation 2) are dominated by x1 and x2 respectively.
This is reversedfor large X, with a continuous transfer of
character, as described by the linear equations. The
Raman intensity of the zt- and 4-derived A, modes is
related to their proportion of z1 character. This may be
seenfrom Figure l, where the highest-frequencyA* mode
has little ,/l-character,and is much less intense than the
other two A, modes.Thesetwo intenseA, modesundergo a transfer of Raman intensity in the series forsteritemonticellite-yCa2SiOaGig. l), which is in agreement
with the coupling scheme of Figure 8, where 11 and f,2
correspond to the symmetry coordinates relative to z1
and 4 shown in Figure 6. We considerthat fCa2SiO4is
least afected by ,rrt coupling, with its strong A* band of
lower frequency being predominantly 4 in character. As
the coupling increases towards forsterite, the higher
frequency strong A, band takes on more /l character,
transferring 4 character to the lowest frequency Au. The
olivines monticellite and tephroite lie in a region of strong
zl-r3 coupling, where neither band has well-definedcharacter. The two strong A, bandsfor monticellite are nearly
equal in intensity (Fig. 1), suggestingthat monticellite lies
near the crossover point of a1 and a2 Gig. 9) where both
modes have equal z1-and r5-character.This implies that
the coincidence of the 854 cm-r mode in monticellite
glass and crystal discussed earlier is fortuitous. The
above model will also hold for the B1* modes associated
with the A* vibrations by the Davydov splitting.
The coupling schemedoes not appear so simple for the
infra-red active vibrations. The z1-derivedIR band for
yCa2SiO4appearsweak in the powder spectra of Tarte
(1963)and Oehler and Giinthard (1969),consistentwith
little vy4 coupling as above, and increasesin intensity
for monticellite, tephroite and fayalite (Tarte, 1963;Burns
and Huggins, 1972)as expected.However, this band then
decreasesin intensity between fayalite and forsterite,
suggestinga decrease in v74 coupling. The IR-active

bands do not show a frequency cross-overand changeof
character as do the Raman spectra, suggestinga more
complex coupling schemefor the olivine infrared spectra.
However, it was noted earlier that vibrational mode
coupling cannot be important in these spectra, from a
considerationof band intensities.
Relations hip b etw een o r t ho silic at e hi g h'fr equency
bands and structure
This final section considersa number ofgeneral correlations between the structure and high-frequency vibrational spectraof olivines and related orthosilicates.It was
noted earlier that the frequencies of z1- and 4-derived
modes in olivine decreasedwith increasingM(1) cation
size, which may be correlated with the generalincreasein
average Si-O bond length from forsterite to 7-Ca2SiO4
(Figure 5a). This may be contrasted with comparable
glass spectra, where the z1frequency was found to vary
little with composition. The z1-derived modes for the
olivine structure TCa2SiOaare found near 815 cm-r
comparedwith 860 cm-r for z1of SiOain calcium silicate
glasses.However, a strong band is found in the Raman
Fig. 2)
spectrum of larnite near 860 cm-r 1B-Ca2SiO+;
which may be assignedto a z1-derivedA, mode in this
non-olivine structure. We suggest that formation of y
CazSiOawith its high deg;reeof polyhedral edge-sharing
results in an expansionof the SiOatetrahedrato accomodate the large Ca2* on both M(l) and M(2) sites, and is
responsiblefor the lowered Si-O stretching frequencies.
The larnite structure has much less tetrahedral-octahedral edge-sharing,and allows the SiOetetrahedrato relax
to approximately their free-ion geometry, with a central
stretch frequency similar to that in the glass. The available structure refinement for p-Ca2SiOais not precise
enoughto confirm this for the tetrahedral Si-O distances.
Merwinite (Ca3MgSi2O6)has no shared polyhedral
edges,and its averageSi-O distancesare lessthan those
for the olivines (Fig. 5a). This is manifestedin its Raman

01x
Fig. 9. Variation of the coefficients a1 and a2, which
determine the relative character of or1and r.2, with X for the
sameconditions as Figure 8.
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spectrum (Fig. 2b; Table 2), where the silicate stretch
vibrations appear at higher frequencies than for the
olivines. Similarily, tricalcium silicate (CalSiOs)contains
SiOaunits linked only by their corners to calcium-oxygen
polyhedra, with mean Si-O distancessmaller than in the
olivines (Golovastikov et al., 1976).Its principal, and
presumably z1-derived,Raman bands occur at 845 and
855 cm-l (Conjeaudand Boyer, 1980),near that of z1in
the glass.
Not only do the absolute frequencies of Si-O stretch
vibrations decreasealong the olivine seriesfrom forsterite to yCa2SiOa,but also the site-gpoupsplitting of the 4derivedmodes(Fig. 7). As the SiO4unit is distortedfrom
tetrahedral symmetry, this splitting is expected to increase,although the vy4 coupling discussedabove may
complicate this behavior. The observed decrease in 4
splitting may be related to the converging trends of
tetrahedral distancesand angles as M(l) becomeslarger
(Fig. 5), giving a more symmetricSiOaunit as ^1Ca2SiOa
is approached.Jeanloz (1980)has compared the infrared
spectraof a number of silicate olivines and spinels.In the
cubic spinel structure, the SiO4 unit has tetrahedral
symmetry (Brown, 1980), and no splitting of 4-type
vibrations would be expected.The spinel spectrashowed
a single major high-frequencyband which Jeanloz (1980)
assignedto 4 motions of SiOa, with weaker bands
attributed to tetrahedral-octahedralsite vibrational interactions. The reduction in 4 splitting with increasein SiOa
symmetry is consistent with the above discussionfor the
olivine series.
Conclusion
This study beganas a simple comparisonof CaMgSiOa
glass and its correspondingcrystal, but since grew into a
survey of the vibrational spectroscopic and structural
literature on the olivines. We have attemptedto identify a
consistent set of high-frequency Raman and infrared
modes for olivine, with suggestedassignmentsto vibrational types. We suggestthat vibrational mode coupling
between z1-and 4-derived vibrations is important for the
Raman-activeA, and related B1, modes, but less so for
infrared-active modes. This should be taken into account
in future lattice dynamical calculations, along with the
correct band assignments.Frequency shifts of v1- and 4derived modes, and the degree of 4 splitting, may be
correlatedwith systematicchangesin the geometry of the
SiOa unit, although these may be complicated by vyv3
coupling. Finally, it seemsthat the original point of this
study-the coincidenceof the Ramanband near 850cm-r
in CaMgSiO+crystal and glass-is entirely fortuitous. We
suggestthat the two intense A, modes in the monticellite
spectrum have almost eeual u1 and 4 character, while
that for CaMgSiOaglassis pure 21.
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